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INTRODUCTION 
Corn (Zea mays L.) breeding research has always had one 
basic goal: to provide the farmer with the best hybrids that 
can be produced in his/her maturity zone. Characteristics that 
generally make a hybrid "the best" are low harvest moisture, 
high grain yield and test weight, and superior root and stalk 
strength. Finding hybrids that possess this combination of 
superior traits is typically very difficult indeed. Thousands 
of inbred combinations are funneled through the yield trial 
program of a typical research station each year in the hopes 
of finding just one proprietary inbred that possesses superior 
combining ability and possesses the combination of desirable 
agronomic characteristics. 
Technology advances have been a great aid to corn 
breeders in their search for these elusive inbreds. One such 
advancement has been the integration of yield (weight) and 
moisture sensing equipment with combines modified to harvest 
research plots. While this integration certainly saves the 
researcher a tremendous amount of time, one has to be 
concerned if the integrity of the yield and moisture data is 
compromised in any manner. Moisture data are especially 
vulnerable for several reasons: 
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- To achieve a high level of accuracy, a minimum of five 
samples should be used to calibrate the moisture sensor. 
- The amount of foreign material (such as broken cobs) in 
the grain, as well as the temperature and condition (amount of 
cracked and damaged kernels ) of the grain, wi 11 affect the 
moisture reading for that grain sample. 
- Even with the best calibration curve, accuracy 
diminishes rapidly with grain moistures of 30% or greater. 
During 16 seasons of calibrating and working with 
moisture meters on research combines, I have often questioned 
just how accurate these devices really were for measurement of 
grain moisture. In research, you work from winter nursery 
through pre-harvest notes (e.g., stalk lodging and dropped 
ears) trying to eliminate (or at least minimize) as many 
sources of non-genetic variation that you can control. You 
spend an average of 15 cents per plant in every plot trying to 
determine which inbred combination is the best. Then, in the 
last few seconds of the plot's existence, you get your most 
important data by harvesting the plot with a combine 
originally designed for commercial farming using a moisture 
meter that was calibrated once, perhaps weeks (and hundreds or 
even thousands of miles) ago. You know that your supervisor is 
making decisions based on one percent moisture differences (or 
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less) among lines and hybrids. You also know that if you 
processed the exact same grain sample through that moisture 
meter two or more times, you probably would not get the exact 
same moisture reading. It is at this time that you begin to 
ask the question: how accurate is the information I am 
collecting on thousands of experimental plots? Considerable 
time and expense are expended on each plot and an unknown 
percentage of the variability in the moisture data occurs in 
those last few seconds of the plot's existence. This thesis is 
devoted to studying this "last second" variability and 
determining if it can be further minimized. 
One of the most important steps in readying a research 
combine for harvest occurs during calibration. This is a 
tedious process. First, you must collect 5 to 6 corn grain 
samples ranging from about 13 to 30~ moisture content. The 
moisture level of each sample is verified using a recently 
calibrated digital moisture meter. To perform the calibration, 
the first sample with the lowest moisture content is fed into 
the moisture sample chamber. A voltage reading that 
corresponds to that sample is displayed; you then tell the 
moisture meter the actual moisture of the sample. The sample 
chamber is then emptied and the next higher moisture sample is 
introduced. This process is repeated until all samples have 
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been run through the moisture meter. You have now created what 
is called a calibration curve (see Figure 1). 
Figure 1. A typical calibration curve for a moisture meter 
calibrated from a series of corn grain samples with grain 
moisture contents ranging from 0 to 340. 
The final step is to test the calibration curve, using 
the original samples. It was. during this step that I would 
sometimes notice something unusual: if I measured a wet sample 
just prior to a drier sample, the drier sample would give a 
reading that was about 0.5% more than the original reading. If 
that same dry sample was measured just after another dry (or 
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drier) sample, then the reading would be the same. This 
"shadow effect" , as I now call it , would only last for a few 
seconds. In other words, the drier sample (measured after the 
wetter sample) would quickly return to its true lower reading. 
Actually, I did not give this phenomenon (shadow effect) much 
thought, concluding this shadow effect should not be of a 
concern under field conditions because one is supposed to wait 
until the moisture reading stabilizes before pressing "enter". 
But another item kept bothering me when harvesting a 
series of plots: I often wondered about the concept of plot-to 
-plot carryover. When I first started harvesting research 
plots in 1986, it took 45 seconds to harvest each plot. The 
reason for this longer harvest time was that the Gleaner K2 
combine that I was using only had a single-bucket system as 
compared with the more advanced double-bucket system of the 
newer combines. In 1990, I had the first double-bucket system 
mounted on the same combine, which decreased harvest time to 
around 35 seconds. With a double-bucket system, you have the 
ability to harvest and retain one plot in one bucket (called 
the holding hopper) while collecting data on the previous plot 
in a second bucket (called the weigh hopper). 
While the double-bucket system is a real time saver, I 
began to wonder how plot-to-plot carryover was affected. In 
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order to understand why there is carryover of grain from plot 
to plot, a little background information regarding what is 
occurring in a double-bucket system when it is harvesting 
research plots would be helpful. 
The combine operator drives through the 2 row, 17.5 foot 
5.3 meter) long plot and then presses the "enter" key 
approximately 4 seconds after stopping the combine. Pressing 
the enter key sets a series of events into motion: 
1) The plot grain weight, moisture, and test weight for 
the plot before the just-harvested plot are recorded. 
2) The test weight and plot weight doors open and close. 
This, of course, empties them of the grain for which data 
were j ust recorded . 
3) The holding hopper door opens, allowing the just-
harvested plot to fill the test weight and plot weight 
chambers. 
4) The holding hopper door closes, and a striker arm 
clears off the grain in the test weight chamber. 
5) The operator begins harvesting the next plot just 
after the holding hopper door opens in step #3. 
The total time needed to harvest a plot for the 1980 Gleaner 
K2 combine currently used at the AgReliant Genetics research 
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station is about 25 seconds. In addition, this station 
possesses a newer (1997) New Holland TR87 combine. This 4-row 
commercial combine has been greatly modified, allowing it to 
harvest two plots simultaneously (one plot for the left two 
rows, another plot for the right two rows) through two double-
bucket systems. In addition, the TR87 harvests these two plots 
in about 23 seconds, which is faster than the older model 
combines. I understand that some companies in the industry are 
able to harvest plots in as little as 18 seconds, using the 
same type of combine and data collection equipment. 
It is assumed that plot-to-plot carryover is statistically 
the same for all these machines. Plot-to-plot carryover is 
defined as grain that remains in the augers and clean grain 
elevators after the holding hopper door closes in step #4. 
This carryover grain collects on the bottom of the holding 
hopper and within a few seconds is covered by the next plot. 
Since the test weight chamber (which is positioned directly 
under the holding hopper door) also contains the grain 
moisture blade, carryover grain is the first to enter the test 
weight chamber. 
One of the more important questions this thesis addresses 
is: does this carryover grain in the test weight chamber 
affect the moisture reading of the plot which is currently 
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being sampled? For example, if a lower moisture plot (e.g., 16 
to 17 0 ) is harvested after a higher moisture plot (e . g . , 21 to 
22~), will the higher moisture carryover artificially inflate 
the moisture reading of the lower moisture plot to the point 
that it is statistically higher than it should have been? 
Another question I would like to answer concerns whether 
or not the amount of corn grain that is blown over the sieves 
and out the back of the combine is dependent upon the moisture 
of the maize being harvested. In order to get the most 
efficient separation of grain from other plant material, the 
separator fan speed in the combine is set as high as possible. 
In theory, the fan speed would be as high as you could set it 
without blowing grain out the rear of the combine. Is it 
possible that drier (lighter) grain could be blown out the 
rear of the combine while wetter (heavier) grain would not be 
blown out the rear of the combine? 
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Objectives of this study 
The objectives of the present study are to 
1) plan, execute, and analyze an experiment which will 
determine if grain carryover from a previously harvested plot 
can affect the grain moisture reading of a subsequently 
harvested plot; 
2) determine if the moisture meters in the two research 
combines that AgReliant Genetics (my employer) possesses are 
accurate; and 
3) conduct a second experiment to determine if the amount of 
grain that is blown out the back of these same two combines is 
dependent upon the grain moisture of the plot being harvested. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this literature review, I plan to l)explain why the 
mechanization of field experiments is important to the field 
researcher, 2) give a brief history of corn research plot 
combine development, 3) briefly explain how moisture meters 
function, and 4) discuss ways to minimize plot-to-plot 
carryover. 
Importance of the mechanization of field experiments 
Research plot combine development is a small part of a 
broader concept known as the mechanization of field 
experiments. Why is the mechanization of field experiments so 
important to the agricultural researcher? An obvious reason is 
that a machine can perform a given task (for example, 
harvesting a research plot) in far less time than a human can. 
This increases research productivity because more plots can be 
harvested in the same amount of time. Also, the high initial 
cost of the machine can be spread out over many plots, which 
translates to a lower harvest cost per plot. 
Another equally important reason for the mechanization of 
field experiments is that there are measurable differences in 
the performance of how a given task (like hand-harvesting) is 
performed by different individuals. In addition, the same 
individual wi 11 have different level s of performance during 
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different periods of a given day and f rom day to day . I f one 
machine harvests all the plots of a given experiment with the 
same level of performance, it is obvious that the 
corresponding decrease in variability of performance means a 
decrease in the standard error, which translates to increased 
experimental precision. The final result is that the 
researcher will have more confidence in the results of the 
experiment. 
Finally, mechanized harvesting allows for a closer 
simulation of the harvest done by a large commercial combine. 
The end result is that research scientists can more accurately 
relate their results to those attainable by farmers. 
History of corn research plot combine development 
Because most corn research is conducted in the private 
sector, official documentation concerning the history of 
research plot combine development is limited. As a result, 
much of the following historical perspective of research plot 
combine development was made possible through personal 
communications with several individuals with an in-depth 
knowledge of the seed industry. 
The earliest reference I could find regarding the 
mechanical harvesting of corn research plots was by C.M. 
Hansen and L.S. Robertson (1955). Utilizing a commercial one-
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row picking unit mounted on an offset-tricycle-type carrier, 
this machine utilized a V-four cylinder air-cooled engine for 
propulsion, hydraulic controls, and the picker unit itself. 
This picker was designed so that it could operate in 36-inch 
(0.75 m) rows without disturbing the rows on either side. As a 
row was harvested, the unhusked ears were deposited in a 5-
bushel capacity ear corn bin. After a single one-row plot was 
harvested, the picker had to deliver the ears to a husking bed 
that was built as a separate unit and mounted on a stake 
truck. This husking bed was powered by a three horsepower air-
cooled gas engine. The picker was backed up to the stake truck 
and a hydraulic system would elevate and empty the contents of 
the ear corn bin into the eight roll husking bed. The husked 
ears slid down a metal chute into a tub which was suspended on 
heavy duty scales. After each weight was recorded and a sample 
for moisture obtained, the tub was pivoted on a metal boom 
over to a wagon and emptied. While the husking, weighing, and 
sampling process was conducted, the picker would harvest 
another plot and return to empty it into the husking bed 
again. The picker had a governed forward speed of 1.52 miles 
per hour (very slow by today's standards), which meant that 
the weighing and sampling process could be carried out before 
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the picker returned to the husking bed with another plot of 
picked corn. 
The advantages of this early research plot picker were 
many: 
1) The entire picking, husking, weighing, and sampling 
process was completed by only two men, and required less 
physical labor and time than if the same process was 
done by hand. 
2) The picker was compact and light weight; therefore it 
was easy to transport from one location to another. 
3) Many researchers of this era used three row plots; the 
two outside rows were border rows and only the middle 
row was harvested for yield. Because of its narrow 
design, the picker could harvest only the middle row, 
leaving the two outside rows to be harvested at a later 
t ime by the f armer who owned the land that the plot s 
were being grown on. 
4) The picker was 99.2 efficient in standing corn, and 
while this system of harvesting corn was faster, Hansen 
and Robertson X1955) found that "in several instances, 
more accurate results were obtained" . 
Advancements appear to have been few during the next several 
years. In fact, in 1963, Hunter and Kjelgaad reported that 
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"until fairly recently, harvesting of experimental corn plots 
was done by hand, and much of it is still done that way". 
Hunter and Kjelgaad (1963) created a similar but more complex 
one-row picker with one distinct advantage: the husking rolls 
were an integral part of the picker, meaning that picking, 
husking, and the gathering of weight data and moisture samples 
could be conducted on a single vehicle. They began with an 
unmodified John Deere No. 127 one-row tractor-mounted corn 
picker and joined it to a chassis made from a shortened 1949 
Ford pickup truck front axle and a war-surplus jeep rear axle. 
A Wisconsin AGN air-cooled engine coupled to two 1939 Dodge 
automobile transmissions (for reverse and forward movement) 
provided propulsion of the chassis, and a second Wisconsin AGN 
engine provided power for the picker. This combination 
provided a considerable range of ground speed, another 
distinct advantage over the picker made by Hansen and 
Robertson (1955) . 
A 56-inch (1.42 m) wide platform provided room for a two-
man crew to operate the picker. One man would drive the picker 
across the plot, and the other would weigh the corn ears and 
collect a moisture sample. On the basis of previous experience 
in hand-harvesting corn, Hunter and Kjelgaard (1963) estimated 
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this picker could harvest corn plots and collect data as fast 
a s a f ive man crew . 
In Europe, considerable effort and resources were being 
utilized to accelerate the development of research combines 
for harvesting small grains, but not corn. On June 15, 1964, 
at the first International Conference on Mechanization of 
Field Experiments held in Vollebekk, Norway, several small 
grain plot combines were reviewed, including a few that were 
being mass produced. But very little attention was given to 
corn plot combines. The work of Hansen and Robertson (1955) 
and Hunter and Kjelgaad (1963) was mentioned by Buchele 
(1964), but no other significant developments were noted. 
In the United States, farmers were beginning to utilize the 
first true combines (capable of picking and shelling corn at 
the same time) by the early 1960's. In June, 1968, a 
cooperative agreement was signed between the Agriculture and 
Home Economics Experiment Station of Iowa State University and 
the Crops and Agricultural Engineering Research Divisions of 
the United States Department of Agriculture (Bass, 1970). The 
objective was to develop a two-row plot research combine that 
could harvest and shell corn plots and provide an electronic 
weight reading and the opportunity to collect a moisture 
sample. The combine that resulted from this effort utilized a 
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Ford "601" shelter and two John Deere row units, and was 
operated by a crew of two. The list of features incorporated 
into this combine was truly impressive: 
• Close-fitting augers and elevator paddles to deliver 
the clean grain to the weigh bin; 
• A hydrostatic ground drive system that allowed for 
infinitely variable speeds f rom 0 to 10 ( 0 to 16 km) 
miles per hour; 
• A frame equipped with a hydraulically-powered 
telescoping axle and row unit support that allowed 
for the adjustment of both wheel tread and row 
spacing to between 26-and 40-inch (0.66 to 1.02 m) 
rows; 
• Aself-leveling weigh bin supported by two load 
cells, which allowed for instant, highly accurate 
electronic weighing of each plot; and 
• The ability to harvest one two-row plot an average 
of every 47 to 48 seconds. 
The new combine was f first used in the fall of 1970 , and 
harvested a total of 5,840 plots (previously hand-harvested) 
with only minor problems. 
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By the mid-1970's, several private companies began building 
and selling custom built combines for seed research. At the 
fourth International Conference on Mechanization of Field 
Experiments held at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa, it 
was estimated that there were about 600 plot combines produced 
in the world by 15 manufacturers, mostly in Europe (Quick, 
1976). However, since the conference was in the United States, 
several combines produced by U.S. manufacturers (including 
well-known companies, such as Carter, ALMACO, and Kincaid) 
were mentioned. 
However, many U.S. corn research companies at this time 
were fulfilling their combine needs by modifying smaller 
commercially built two and three row combines for use in 
research plots. The reason for this was clear: it cost far 
less to purchase and modify an existing combine than to build 
one. A second factor was parts availability; it was easier to 
purchase parts from one well-established manufacturer. These 
combines were the first to be equipped with 12-volt powered 
moisture meters, which eliminated the need to collect a 
moisture sample from each plot. 
In 1975, Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (hereafter to be 
called "Pioneer") purchased and modified an Allis Chalmers 
three .row Gleaner "K2" ( Sievers , personal communication) . 
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By 1977, Pioneer had a Massy Fergusen "35" combine with a 
two-row John Deere head at their Johnston, Iowa, research 
station (Sievers, personal communication), and at their 
Mankato, Minnesota station had a 1977 Allis Chalmers three row 
Gleaner "K2" (Schuetz, personal communication). All three 
combines were equipped with a moisture meter called a Dicky 
John "747". In 1978, the Johnston station obtained a Gleaner 
"K2" and equipped it with a "GacII" moisture meter and test 
weight capability. Two people were required to operate these 
combines- one to drive and the other to pour a sample of grain 
into the moisture meter and record the weight, percent 
moisture, and test weight data for each plot. 
Throughout the 1980s and 90s, the Gleaner K2 would be the 
combine of choice for the U.S corn research industry. Low 
initial cost, durability, and excellent parts availability 
were the main reasons for this choice. The modifications 
needed to convert a Gleaner K2 for plot work were minimal ; 
many companies simply added a weigh bucket and moisture meter 
and directed the grain into the enlarged cab (designed to hold 
two people), and proceeded to harvest plots. Hydrostatic drive 
systems were often installed to replace the original clutch 
system because clutches were not designed for the thousands of 
engagements and disengagements required for harvesting plots. 
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From the beginning it was clear that a certain amount of 
plot-to-plot grain carryover occurred in a K2 combine. For 
some companies, this was not considered a problem; it was 
reasoned that the carryover within the combine was minimal and 
would not adversely affect yield or moisture data, provided 
that adequate time was allowed for the combine to operate 
between plots. Other companies made it their goal to virtually 
eliminate carryover problems through numerous internal 
modifications designed to eliminate gaps and voids within 
their combines. 
Until the early 1980s, two people were needed to run these 
combines. The introduction of what is called the single-bucket 
system reduced the crew to one. This system utilized a weigh 
bucket that had an electrically (or hydraulically) powered 
door to empty the grain after weight and moisture data were 
collected. A test weight chamber (with its own remotely 
controlled door) could also be installed inside the weigh 
bucket. By the mid 1980s, automated data collection and 
storage systems became available. By pushing a single button, 
the driver could initiate an on board computer to collect and 
store the weight, moisture, and test weight data. The computer 
would then open and close the plot and test weight doors so 
that the next plot could be harvested and collected. The weigh 
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bucket, because of its fully automated operation, was usually 
moved out of the cab and installed in the top of the main 
grain tank of the combine. Total time needed to harvest a plot 
was reduced to about 45 seconds (author's personal 
experience) . 
But 45 seconds was not fast enough for the seed industry. 
In 1985, what is now called a double-bucket system was 
designed, built, and installed on a Gleaner K2 by Pioneer 
(Moore, personal communication). A double-bucket system 
utilizes a separate holding hopper which has its own remotely-
controlled bottom door. The holding hopper is placed directly 
above the weigh bucket, and the system is mounted near the 
outlet of the clean grain elevator on the outside of the grain 
tank. During operation, the weigh bucket collects data and 
cycles (opens and closes) its test weight and bottom doors 
while the holding hopper is collecting grain for the plot that 
is currently being harvested by the combine. Because these two 
events were now occurring at the same time, 20 to 25 seconds 
could be saved from the total time it took to harvest a single 
plot. Moore reported that after the double-bucket system was 
installed, the Gleaner K2 could harvest and collect data on a 
single plot in 18 to 20 seconds. 
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Again, 18 to 20 seconds was not fast enough, and in 1990 
Moore (who worked in Pioneer's machine shop) built the first 
"split" or "twin plot" combine. A twin plot combine is capable 
of harvesting two plots simultaneously (one plot for the left 
two rows of the combine , one plot f or the right two rows ) 
without any mixing of the two plots occurring inside the 
combine. Utilizing a New Holland TR75 (the TR means Twin 
Rotor) four-row combine, Moore installed a dividing wall in 
the middle of the combine, effectively separating the picking, 
shelling, and cleaning operations of the left and right sides 
of the machine. Two separate clean-grain elevators delivered 
the two plots to two double-bucket systems. This newest 
research combine was able to harvest not one but two plots in 
about 20 seconds! 
Because of the high cost of converting a four-row machine 
into a twin plot combine, other seed companies did not begin 
using them until at least the mid-1990s. Holden's Foundation 
seeds of Williamsburg, Iowa, had a New Holland TR85 converted 
in 1996 (author's personal observation), and Great Lake's 
Hybrids acquired a TR86 and converted it in 1998 (Sievers, 
personal communication). 
The most recent improvement in research combine development 
occurred in 2001, with the introduction of what is called a 
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HM-2200 Twin Plot High Capacity GrainGage (HCGG). This device 
is designed to replace both of the double-bucket systems on a 
twin-plot combine. It's manufacturer (Juniper Systems in 
Logan, UT.) claims that it collects more accurate moisture 
data because it has only one moisture blade, whereas the two 
double-bucket systems it replaces each have a moisture blade. 
In other words, all the plots harvested with a HCGG-equipped 
twin-plot combine have their moisture determined by one 
moisture blade. Calibration differences between the two 
moisture blades in a combine equipped with two double-bucket 
systems could result in discrepancies in moisture data 
produced by the two blades. 
Today, most twin-plot combines are made by New Holland, and 
after conversion, equipped with a HCGG. Model numbers vary 
(TR85 to TR99), but the basic design is the same: twin 
shelling rotors positioned lengthwise in the combine make it 
relatively easy to place a wall between them. This ease of 
separation of the shelling process is the main reason for the 
popularity of this combine within the seed industry. Several 
private manufacturers (ALMACO, Kincade , and Winterst iger, f or 
example ) offer custom-built twin-plot combines , but most seed 
companies seem to prefer to buy a new or used commercial 
combine and convert it. And while the Gleaner K2 is still the 
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most popular single-plat combine, parts availability for these 
20 to 25 year-old machines is gradually decreasing. In the 
author's opinion, it is only a matter of time before twin-plot 
combines replace single-plot combines for all but the smallest 
of seed companies . 
How moisture meters function 
Electronic moisture meters provide a reasonably accurate 
indication of grain moisture content. However, they do not 
measure the actual moisture content of a sample. The device 
applies a small voltage (measured in millivolts) at a constant 
frequency in order to measure the dielectric properties of the 
sample (Paulsen, 1981). The voltage is emitted from a moisture 
blade (a piece of flat stainless steel), which is situated 
inside an open-ended square steel box called a test weight 
chamber (TWC). This voltage travels through the sample, (corn 
in this case) to the walls of the TWC. As the voltage travels 
through the corn, the water molecules within it align, causing 
the corn to become charged with a small amount of electricity. 
The rate at which the corn is charged is known as its 
dielectric constant. The frequency of the dielectric constant 
is measured in millivolts (Hurburgh, personal communication). 
A computer compares the dielectric constant given by the corn 
to a calibration curve (see Figure 1, page 4), which allows 
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the computer to correlate the millivolt reading to a given 
moisture reading. 
It should be noted, at this point, that other properties 
such as pericarp damage, amount of foreign material, test 
weight, kernel size, and grain temperature affect the 
dielectric properties of corn ( Paulsen, 1981) . As a result , 
the relationship between dielectric measurements and actual 
moisture content is complex. Because of this complex 
relationship, most moisture meter manufacturers recommend 
recalibrating moisture meters at the beginning of each 
harvest. Also, it is very important that the combine be 
properly adjusted for the prevailing crop conditions so that 
kernel damage and foreign material is kept to a minimum. 
Ways to minimize plot-to-plot carryover (PPC) 
There are four basic ways to decrease PPC: 
1) Use plastic body filler (such as that used by automotive 
body shops) to minimize voids and gaps in the clean 
grain auger. This is a fairly tedious modification, and 
most seed c-ompanies do not do it. 
2) Install a speed-up kit. This modification can only be 
done to a Gleaner K2. A speed-up kit, utilizing a larger 
pulley than was originally on the combine, increases the 
speed of rotation of the clean grain auger and return 
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elevator. This simple change decreases the amount of 
time it takes for grain to reach the holding hopper, 
thereby reducing PPC. The kit is available at any Allis 
Chalmers dealer. 
3) Install an air delivery system. This modification 
involves the complete removal of the clean grain return 
auger and elevator. A tube with a grain metering device 
replaces the auger and is routed up to the holding 
hopper. Air is forced through the tube at a high volume. 
As the grain is introduced into the tube, it is blown 
with the air current up to the holding hopper. While 
this system virtually eliminates PPC, it is also the 
most expensive option. The author had the pleasure of 
using this system on a Gleaner K2 for several seasons. 
The system was very noisy, frequently malfunctioned, and 
had limited capacity (it would become plugged with grain 
if border rows were harvested too fast}. Most combines 
do not have this option. 
4) Slow down! Harvesting plots in 25 instead of 20 seconds 
will significantly decrease PPC (author's personal 
experience) . 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In this section, I plan to: 1) describe the three combines 
used in the experiments, and 2) explain how the two 
experiments that the combines were used in were laid out and 
harvested. 
Description of the Gleaner K2 combine 
This three-row-combine (it will be referred to as a K2) was 
built in 1980 by Allis Chalmers. It was purchased by Great 
Lakes Research for their Ames, Iowa, station in 1995. It was 
outfitted with a double-bucket system and a hydrostatic drive 
system by Silver's Machine Shop in Champaign, Illinois 
(Sievers, 2002, personal communication). The three doors 
(holding hopper, test weight chamber, and weigh bucket) on the 
double-bucket are electrically powered. The tailings elevator 
(which normally returns small pieces of broken kernels from 
the rear of the combine back into the shelling unit) was 
removed. A speed-up kit was also installed. No internal 
modifications, such as using plastic body filler to eliminate 
gaps and voids in the clean grain auger, were done to this 
combine. While some companies perform these internal 
modifications, most do not, which makes this combine an 
excellent candidate for this experiment, because it is 
considered to be an "average" single-plot combine. 
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The following data collection and storage equipment were 
installed by Harvestmaster in 1995: 
One-HM 401 CPU (Central Processing Unit); 
One-HM 402 field printer; 
One 50-pound (22.6 Kg) load cell for test weight 
measurement; 
One 100-pound (43.2 Kg) load cell for plot weight 
measurement; 
One moisture blade; 
One Pro-2000 hand-held computer; and 
All necessary mounting brackets and connecting cables. 
The HM 401 CPU controls the opening and closing of the 
doors for the holding hopper, test weight chamber, and weigh 
bucket door. The moisture blade is mounted inside the test 
weight chamber. 
Description of the New Holland TR87 combine 
This four-row combine (it will be referred to as a TR87) 
was built in 1996 by New Holland. It was purchased by the same 
Great Lakes research station in 1998 (Sievers, 2002, personal 
communication). It was converted into a twin-plot combine by 
Curtis Welding and Fabrication in Atlantic, Iowa. Two double-
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bucket systems with hydraulically powered doors were then 
installed by Carter Manufacturing Co., Inc. in Brookston, IN. 
The electronic components for data collection and storage 
on the TR87 are essentially the same as those installed on the 
K2. The only difference is that twice as many components are 
needed because there are two double-bucket systems. Only one 
Pro 2000 was interfaced with two HM 401 CPU's to energize the 
electric solenoids that control the hydraulic cylinders that 
cycle the doors of the double bucket systems. The author found 
this machine to be somewhat complex. 
Description of the New Holland TR88 combine 
This machine (to be referred to as a TR88) is identical to the 
TR87 except it is one year newer. The TR88 was purchased in 
2002 and all twin-plot modifications were done by Kincaid 
Equipment in Haven, Kansas. The TR88 is owned by AgReliant 
Genetics, LLC, and used at their station in Lebanon, Indiana. 
It should be noted at this point that all three combines are 
today owned by AgReliant Genetics, and the author is an 
employee. The big difference between the TR88 and the TR87 is 
that the TR88 has the most modern data collection system on 
board that money can buy: a Harvestmaster HM-2200 High 
Capacity GrainGage (HCGG). This device has only four doors 
(compared with six on the two double bucket systems it 
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replaces) and is powered by compressed air. ri S ~'Letltlolled 
previously, this system only has one moisture blade, and non 
HMGG equipped twin plot combines have two moisture blades. In 
addition, the TR88 is capable of harvesting two plots in 18 
seconds , compared with 2 3 seconds f or the TR8 7 ( Brunner, 
personal communi cat ion, 2 0 0 3) . Because of these differences , 
it was decided in the spring of 2002 that it would be 
interesting to plant one experiment (in Lebanon) for this 
combine similar to the experiment that was conducted for the 
TR87 combine in 2001. 
Description of experiment one, 2001 
The objective of experiment one was to determine i f the 
moisture reading of a lower moisture plot is statistically 
inflated by higher moisture plot carryover from the previous 
plot. In addition, this experiment needed to be conducted in a 
"real world" scenario by duplicating the harvest of 
experimental yield trials as much as possible. Finally, the 
moisture difference at harvest between the two hybrids to be 
used in the experiment could be no greater (or less) than the 
moisture extremes normally encountered in a typical yield 
experiment (between 4 to 6 0 ) . Experiment one was designed to 
be conducted only by the TR87 combine during the harvest of 
2001. 
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Two commercial Great Lakes hybrids (GL6584, a 115-day 
hybrid, and GL5420, a 104-day hybrid) were used for the high 
(H) and low (L) moisture hybrids in this experiment. A 
repetition or block within the experiment was comprised of two 
treatments: they will be referred to as a low treatment and as 
a high treatment. There were two plots within each treatment. 
A low treatment (LL) is two plots of GL5420; a high treatment 
(HL) is one plot of GL 6584 followed by a plot of GL5420. In 
order to test the effect of higher moisture grain carryover on 
the moisture reading of a lower moisture plot, the GL6584 had 
to always be harvested before the GL5420. Each plot was the 
same size as the yield trial plots grown by AgReliant: two 
rows with 30 inch (75 centimeters) spacing and 17.5 feet (5.25 
meters) long, with a 30 inch alley between each range of 
plots. A range is a group of plots arranged side by side; an 
alley is perpendicular to the rows and simply separates a 
range f rom the range before or after it . When a twin-plot 
combine harvests research plots, it harvests two plots in the 
first range, stops in the alley to collect and store data, 
then moves through the two plots in the next range. 
This harvesting protocol dictated how the low and high 
treatments would be planted in the field. Since the two 
treatments, to produce statistically valid data, had to be 
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harvested in succession, a repetition was laid out to be two 
rows wide and four ranges deep as shown in the following 
diagram: 
GL6584 GL5420 data GL5420 GL5420 data 
Range one Range two Range three Range four 
Each rectangle represents a two-row plot, with the rows 
planted across the page. The left two rectangles comprise the 
high treatment and the right two the low treatment. Notice 
that the combine can only harvest from left to right in order 
to harvest GL6584 before GL5420. While data were collected on 
all four plots, only data from ranges two and four were 
analyzed. 
Randomization of the two treatments within each repetition 
was very simple because there is only one other option, which 
was that the position of the high and low treatments could be 
switched. 
The AgReliant station in Ames, Iowa, was not the only 
station in the AgReliant network to have access to the TR87. 
The Ames station, however, was the only station in the entire 
network (eight stations in the United States) to possess a 
twin-plot combine at that time. The Lebanon, Indiana, station 
was considering the purchase of a TR88 in 2002, and wondered 
if they could use the Ames combine for part of the 2001 season 
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to learn how the machine worked and get their harvest done 
sooner. Since it was not known at planting time when the TR87 
could harvest experiment one, it was decided to plant two 
copies of the experiment at two different planting dates. The 
reason for this is that there is a relatively small time frame 
for the harvest of the experiment if one wants the data to be 
meaningful. There are only two different maturity hybrids used 
in the experiment; the best time to harvest the experiment 
would be when the moisture difference between the two hybrids 
is 4 to 6 %. If the TR86 did not return in time, this moisture 
difference would narrow to the point that there would be no 
treatment effect in the experiment. 
Because of space considerations, the two copies of 
experiment one could not be the same size. Each copy was given 
a name; planting dates one and two were called USLOHI and 
USHILO, respectively. These names were chosen because the 
research software used at AgReliant Genetics requires that the 
trial name (the software calls an experiment a trial) have six 
digits, and the first two digits must be US for all trials 
created at the Ames station. 
The physical layout of USLOHI is shown in Figure 2. USHILO 
was laid out in a similar manner except that it was larger. 
Plots 9 and 10 of USLOHI were planted for possible use in 
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experiment two. Each square represents a two-row plot with the 
rows planted up and down the page. Notice that the combine 
must start in the lower left corner of the experiment, with 
the left two rows harvesting L1L and the right two rows 
harvesting R1L . After harvesting plots one ( P1) and two ( P2) , 
the combine will turn around and harvest plot three (P3) with 
the right two rows of the corn head and plot f our ( P4 ) with 
the lef t two rows . 
Figure 2. Physical layout of USLOHI conducted at Ames, 
Iowa, 2001. 
L2HL R2LL R3H L3H L6LL R6HL R7H L7L H L 
L2H R2L R3HL L3HL L6L R6H R7HL L7LL H L 
L2LL R2HL R3L L3L L6HL R6LL R7L L7H H L 
L2L R2H R3LL L3LL L6H R6L RILL L7HL L H 
L1HL R1HL R4L L4L LSLL R5HL R8L L8H L H 
L1Hb R1H R4LL L4LL L5L R5H R8LL L8HL L H 
L1LL R1LL R4H. L4H L5HL R5LL R8H L8L L H 
L1La R1L R4HL L4HL L5H R5L R8HL L8LL L H 
Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 
(a) L is for hybrid with lower grain moisture . (b) H is for 
hybrid with higher grain moisture. P is the plot number. 
There were two ranges of alternating higher and lower 
moisture hybrids acting as filler behind this experiment that 
are not shown. They were necessary, however, because their 
presence allowed USLOHI to fit in conveniently with other 
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regular yield trials. The first letter indicates which side of 
the combine (Left or Right) will harvest that plot. The number 
indicates the replication for that side. For the second 
letter, if there is no third letter, H (higher moisture) is 
GL6584 and L (lower moisture) is GL5420. These represent the 
plots that create grain carryover for the next plot. If there 
is a third letter, the second letter indicates what the 
preceding plat was (where the grain carryover is coming from), 
and the third letter indicates what that plot is (what the 
carryover will be affecting). Data will only be analyzed for 
the HL and LL plots. 
The preparation of the seeds for this experiment was 
carried out in the first week of April, 2001. The 
randomization of the treatments within each repetition was 
accomplished by using a computer generated random number 
table. The two planting dates were created and named USLOHI 
( early) and USHILO ( late ) in the AgRel iant Genetics software 
known as SIR. Using this same software, a unique plot code 
(notice that each plot code is unique in Figure 2) was 
manually allocated to each plot. Each trial (SIR calls USLOHI 
a trial) was then allocated to opposite edges of the AgReliant 
research field located 1 mile south of Boone, Iowa. Since it 
was known that planting would begin at the south edge of this 
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field and progress north, the early trial (USLOHI) would be 
planted on the south edge and the late trial (USHILO) on the 
north edge. Each trial was incorporated among other "normal" 
yield trials. Next, field maps and planting packet labels were 
generated in SIR. Seed of GL6584 and GL5420 was counted into 
the labeled seed packets (45 kernels per packet, two packets 
per plot) and positioned in planting order and double checked 
to make sure they were in the correct order. USLOHI was 
planted. on April 28th, 2001 with a four-row ALMACO double disk 
research planter. Each two-row plot was 17.5 feet (5.25 
meters) long with a 30 inch (75 centimeters) alley between 
each plot. Seeds were planted approximately every 6 inches (15 
centimeters), corresponding to a population of about 32,500 
plants per acre (80,300 plants per hectare). 
The number of plants in each plot of both trials was 
counted and recorded by the author and one other person at the 
five- or six-leaf stage in early June. If there were more than 
66 plants in a plot, the plot was uniformly thinned down to 66 
plants. Emergence and plant distribution were excellent, and 
final population for both trials corresponded to approximately 
31, 000 plants per acre (76, 600 plants per hectare) . 
The 2001 growing season in Ames was excellent with normal 
temperatures and adequate, reasonably timely rain fall. Stay 
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green notes were taken on USLOHI about 2 weeks before harvest. 
Even though this information would not be useful for data 
analysis, it served as a good visual check to make sure the 
two hybrids were in the right place within each repetition. 
As harvest approached, it suddenly became obvious that the 
TR87 combine would not be available during the time frame in 
which USLOHI needed to be harvested because the AgReliant 
station in Lebanon, Indiana, borrowed the combine. This 
scenario left only one alternative, and that was to harvest 
USLOHI with the Gleaner K2. Because of the fact that USLOHI 
was laid out to be harvested by a twin-plot combine, some 
repetitions were lost. However, upon closer examination of the 
field layout, it was realized that 15 repetitions could be 
salvaged and analyzed. While the new layout was not exactly 
what R.A. Fisher would have envisioned, it was agreed that the 
15 repetitions could be analyzed without a serious loss of 
statistical validity. The "new" USLOHI with its 15 repetitions 
is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. USLOHI (experiment one} layout after Gleaner K2 
harvest at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
L* H L H L H L H 
L 3 H ~ HL H L H 13 HL H 
2HL 3HL 6H 7H lOLL L 13H 14L 
2H 3L 6LL 7HL lOL 11H 13LL 14LL 
2LL 3LL 6L 7L lOHL 11HL 13L 14H 
2L 4H 5LL 7LL lOH 11L 12LL 14HL 
1HL 4HL 5L 8L 9LL 11LL 12L 15H 
1H H 5HL 8LL 9L H 12HL 15HL 
1LL 4L 5H 8H 9HL L 12H 15L 
1L 4LL L 8HL 9H L L 15LL 
* L is for hybrid with lower grain moisture, and H is 
for hybrid with higher grain moisture. 
The two ranges of filler that were in the back of USLOHI 
(ranges nine and ten) are shown because they were utilized for 
three of the repetitions. The number indicates the repetition, 
and H or L is a higher (GL6584) or lower (GL5420) grain 
moisture hybrid. While data were collected on all plots, only 
LL (GL5420 with GL5420 carryover) and HL (GL5420 with GL6584 
carryover) plots were analyzed. The null hypothesis for this 
experiment is Ho uLL = uHL. If the null hypothesis is 
accepted, there is no statistical difference between the two 
plot carryover treatments. Notice that the two means that are 
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being compared are both GL5420. Any difference between these 
two means should be due to the treatment effect, which is the 
difference in the moisture in the carryover grain that is 
present in the GL5420. The two treatments of repetition four 
are separated by one plot (plot two, range three}; all other 
repetitions have treatments that are as close to each other as 
they can physically be located. USLOHI was harvested by the 
Gleaner K2 on October 2 0th, 2 0 01 . 
The second planting date of experiment one (USHILO) was 
prepared in the same way as USLOHI except it was larger and 
randomized differently. The field layout for USHILO is shown 
in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Field layout of USHILO (experiment one) 
conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001 
L3HL R3LL R4H L4H L9LL R9LL R10H L10L L15LL R15LL 
L3H R3L R4HL L4HL L9L R9L R10HL L10LL L15L R15L 
L3LL R3HL R4L L4L L9HL R9HL R10L L10H L15HL R15HL 
L3L R3H R4LL L4LL L9H R9H RlOLL L10HL L15H R15H 
L2LL R2HL R5H L5L L8LL R8LL R11H L11L L14LL R14HL 
L2L R2H R5HL L5LL L8L R8L R11HL L11LL L14L R14H 
L2HL R2LL R5L L5H LSHL R8HL R11L L11H L14HL R14LL 
L2H R2L RSLL L5HL L8H R8H R11LL L11HL L14H R14L 
L1HL R1LL R6L L6L L7HL R7HL R12L L12L L13HL R13LL 
L1Hb R1L R6LL L6LL L7H R7H R12LL L12LL L13H R13L 
L1LL R1HL R6H L6H L7LL RILL R12H L12H L13LL R13HL 
L1La R1H R6HL L6HL L7L R7L R12HL L12HL L13L R13H 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 
(a) L is for hybrid with lower grain moisture . (b) H is for 
hybrid with higher grain moisture. P is plot number. 
This experiment was 12 ranges deep and 10 plots wide. 
USHILO was planted on May 16th, 2001, using the same ALMACO 
planter. It was harvested by the TR87 (which had just returned 
from Lebanon, Indiana, a few days prior) on October 24th, 2001. 
Unfortunately, a miscommunication between the author and the 
operator of the TR87 resulted in range 12 being treated as 
border material and not part of USHILO. The operator harvested 
range 12 separately. As you can see by looking at Figure 4, 
without range 12 , repetitions 3 , 4 , 9 , 10 , and 15 1 o s t one o f 
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their two treatments and had to be discarded. This mistake 
left only 20 useable repetitions (10 for each side of the 
TR87) to analyze in USHILO. This was a sobering moment for the 
author; he realized that no matter how carefully an experiment 
is planned and designed, large amounts of data can quickly be 
lost as the result of a simple miscommunication at the 
critical time of execution. 
Description of experiment one, 2002 
In January of 2002, it was learned that The AgReliant 
station in Lebanon, Indiana, was going to purchase a TR88 to 
harvest plots in the fall of 2002. This would be one of the 
first AgReliant combines equipped with a Harvestmaster High 
Capacity GrainGage (HCGG). At that point, it was decided to 
create, package, and send a re-randomized copy of experiment 
one to Lebanon; they would plant the experiment at their home 
location, and harvest the experiment with the new combine. The 
objective of the experiment was to ascertain whether or not 
this new data collection system would have a higher moisture 
carryover effect on a lower moisture plot. A total of 200 
plots were allocated for this project . 
As explained previously, .there is a relatively narrow time 
frame to harvest this experiment if the treatment of higher 
moisture carryover from a previous plot is going to have any 
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effect on a lower moisture plot. Therefore, two copies of 
experiment one, with the same randomization, were sent to 
Lebanon, Indiana, in early April of 2002. Recall that two 
different planting dates were used to safeguard against this 
narrow time frame in 2001. However, since asking another 
station to plant a certain experiment at two different 
planting dates would be inconvenient, or perhaps even 
impractical, it was decided to use different hybrids with 
different maturities for each of the two copies to be planted. 
This would result in a wider moisture difference between the 
higher and lower moisture hybrids in one of the two copies. 
The advantage of this change is that it gives a higher 
probability that there would be a 4 to 6 o moisture difference 
at harvest between the two hybrids in at least one of the two 
copies. The disadvantage is that there is a low probability 
that both copies would have a 4 to 6 % difference at harvest. 
This is why the two copies were the same randomization; it was 
assumed that one of the copies would be useless for data 
analysis. The different hybrids and their maturities for each 
copy of experiment 1 are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Hybrids used in experiment one 
conducted at Lebanon, Indiana, 2002. 
Experiment H or L + Hybrid name Hybrid maturity 
USLOHI L 200AU1039 108 days 
USLOHI H 2O1UA9942 ll4 days 
USHILO L GL5420 104 days 
USHILO H GL6584 115 days 
+ H is for hybrid with higher grain moisture, and L is for 
hybrid with lower grain moisture. 
Randomization of the two treatments to each repetition of 
USLOHI was accomplished by simply flipping a coin (i.e., by 
tossing a coin into the air). If the coin landed with the head 
(obverse) facing up, the low treatment was placed before the 
high treatment. If the coin landed with the tail (reverse) up, 
the position of the two treatments was reversed. Seed 
preparation and packaging for the two copies of experiment one 
in 2002 were the same as in 2001, and the two copies were 
planted without incident by the same type of ALMACO twin plate 
planter on May 24th,2002. The plots were not thinned down to 66 
plants per plot because the Lebanon station does not thin 
their plots, but the author was assured that the plots looked 
very good with good germination and uniform stands. 
The field layout for USLOHI is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 . Field layout f or USLOHI ( Experiment one ) 
conducted at Lebanon, Indiana, 2 0 02 . 
L3HL R3LL R4L L4L L9LL R9HL RlOL L10H L15HL R15HL 
L3Hb R3L R4LL L4LL L9L R9H R10LL LlOHL L15H R15H 
L3LL R3HL R4H L4H L9HL R9LL RlOH LlOL L15LL R15LL 
L3La R3H R4HL L4HL L9H R9L RlOHL LlOLL L15L R15L 
L2HL R2HL R5L LSH L8HL R8LL R11L L11L L14HL R14LL 
L2H R2H R5LL L5HL L8H R8L R11LL L11LL L14H R14L 
L2LL R2LL R5H L5L L8LL R8HL R11H L11H L14LL R14HL 
L2L R2L R5HL L5LL L8L R8H R11HL L11HL L14L R14H 
L1LL RILL R6L L6H L7LL RILL R12L L12H L13HL R13LL 
L1L R1L R6LL L6HL L7L R7L R12LL L12HL L13H R13L 
L1HL R1HL R6H L6L L7HL R7HL R12H L12L L13LL R13HL 
L1H R1H R6HL L6LL L7H R7H R12HL L12LL L13L R13H 
Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 
(a) L is for hybrid with lower grain moisture. (b) H is for 
hybrid with higher grain moisture. P is for plot number. 
The legend for Figure 5 is the same as for Figure 2. The 
first letter is the side of the combine, and the number is the 
repetition. Because only 200 plots were allocated for this 
project, USLOHI was 12 ranges deep (120 plots) and USHILO was 
eight ranges deep (80 plots). USHILO was an exact replication 
of the first eight ranges of USLOHI. Size and statistical 
information for USLOHI and USHILO are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Statistical information for USHILO and USLOHI 
conducted at Lebanon, Indiana, 2002. 
Information USHILO USLOHI 
Ranges deep, no. 8 12 
Plots wide, no. 10 10 
Replications, no. 20* 30 
Degrees of f reedom-Blocks , no . 19 2 9 
Degrees of freedom-Treatments,no. 1 1 
Degrees of f reedom-Error, no . 19 2 9 
Degrees of freedom-Total, no. 39 59 
samples (plots) , no. 80 120 
* There are 10 repetitions for the right side of the combine 
and 10 repetitions for the left side of the combine. 
Planting and harvest dates for USHILO and USLOHI are given 
in Table 3. 
Table 3. Planting and harvest dates for USHILO and USLOHI 
conducted at Lebanon, Indiana, 2002. 
Trial Planting date Harvest date 
USHILO May 24 October 21 
USLOHI May 24 October 21 
Description of experiment two, 2001 
The primary objectives of experiment two were: 
1) To determine if higher moisture carryover from a 
previously harvested plot affects the moisture reading 
of a lower moisture plot that it is mixed with (This 
objective was only determined f or the TR8 7) ; 
2) To determine if there is a difference in the amount of 
higher moisture corn that is carried over the sieves and 
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out the back of the combine as compared with lower 
moisture corn; and 
3) To determine if there is a difference between the weight 
and moisture readings recorded by the combines and 
readings given by a stationary digital scale and a 
stationary moisture meter. 
This experiment differs from experiment one in that each 
two-row plot was hand harvested into mesh bags, weighed, and 
fed (poured) into the head of the stationary combine. The 
grain and cobs from each plot were collected in separate 
containers as they were harvested. The cobs and any 
shelled/broken kernels that came out the back of the combine 
were separated and weighed. The shelled grain that came from 
the weigh bucket was weighed and two moisture samples were 
taken and averaged. These data were then analyzed to 
accomplish the objectives of the experiment. 
It was mentioned earlier that objective one was not 
determined for the Gleaner K2. This is because experiment one 
was designed to answer the question of whether or not higher 
moisture carryover could inflate the moisture reading for a 
subsequently harvested lower moisture plot. Experiment two was 
not designed to answer the question of plot-to-plot carryover, 
but when it was time to test the TR87, it was decided to 
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include the two treatments needed to answer objective one. 
Since the TR87 is the type of combine that is used by many (if 
not most) research companies, it was thought it would be 
interesting to see if the data generated by the two treatments 
in experiment two would agree with the data of experiment one. 
The hybrids used for this experiment were GL5420 (104-day 
maturity) and GL6584 (115-day maturity). Sixty plots of each 
hybrid were counted into packets (45 kernels per packet, two 
packets per plot) and hand labeled at the same time experiment 
one was packaged in early April of 2001. The hybrids were 
planted in two separate blocks (each block containing 30 plots 
of each hybrid) at opposite ends of The AgReliant yield trial 
field near Boone, Iowa. One block was for the Gleaner K2, and 
the other was for the TR87. The two blocks were planted with 
the same ALMACO research planter that was used to plant 
experiment one that year. The planting date for the south 
block was April 28th and the north block was planted on May 
16 th . 
The blocks were planted at two different times because it 
was not known when the TR87 would return from the Lebanon, 
Indiana, station; this was the only way to be sure that at 
least one of the blocks would have a 4 to 6 ~ moisture 
difference between the two hybrids when the TR87 would be 
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present to harvest the trial. In addition, the author knew 
that conducting experiment two in the fall would be a time 
consuming process carried out by personnel who had other 
responsibilities to attend to (like harvesting real yield 
trials and nursery rows). Harvest time at a research station 
is busy enough; the prospect of conducting both experiments 
within a few days of each other was not appealing. 
The number of plants in each plot of both blocks was 
counted in early June; if a plot contained more than 66 
plants, it was thinned down to 66 plants. Populations were not 
recorded as in experiment one, but since the plots were over-
planted, nearly every plot had 66 plants after thinning. Plot 
length was the same as regular yield trial plots (17.5 feet) 
with a 30 inch alley separating each range. 
The planting layout for each block was relatively simple; 
because of space constraints, the south block was four plots 
wide and 15 ranges deep and the north block was 10 plots wide 
and six ranges deep. In the south block, plots one and three 
were GL5420 and plots two and four were GL6584. In the north 
plot, odd numbered plots were GL6584 and even numbered plots 
were GL5420. These planting arrangements made hand harvesting 
simple and less prone to human error. 
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On October 21St, 2001, the south block was ready to hand 
harvest, and since the TR87 was in Lebanon at that time, the 
K2 was the test combine for this block. Because of time 
constraints, GL5420 was harvested on October 19th and GL6584 
was harvested on October 20th. 30 plots of each hybrid were 
hand harvested, thoroughly hand husked, and placed in a 
labeled mesh bag. It was during this time that the author 
gained a keen appreciation for why the mechanization of the 
harvesting of research plots occurred. 
The Gleaner K2 was tested with 30 plots of each hybrid on 
October 21St, 2001 . That morning, just before the test was 
conducted, all mesh bags were weighed using an electronic 
scale (a SB16001 DeltaRange made by Mettler-Toledo).Then the 
bags were arranged in the order in which they would be 
introduced into the head of the combine. 
Early in the day, The K2 was readied for the experiment. A 
cardboard funnel was fitted with tape to the rear of the 
combine where the cobs and a small amount of grain exit the 
sieves. The funnel allowed for the easy collection of these 
materials into a labeled garbage bag. The funnel was designed 
so it would not restrict the air flow that normally passes 
over the sieves. There is a small access door at the bottom of 
the auger that delivers grain to the grain tank after it has 
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passed through the double bucket system; this door was opened 
and the auger disabled so the grain could be directed into a 
labeled 1 bushel seed sack. Lastly, smaller paper bags were 
labeled; these bags would be used to collect the small amount 
of cracked grain that exits out the end of the tailings auger. 
Since the tailings elevator had been removed when the combine 
was modified for research use, the cracked grain normally 
exits the auger and falls onto the ground. All of these 
different bags and sacks were arranged in the order that the 
two hybrids would be poured into the header of the combine. 
Once everything was arranged, conducting the experiment took 
less than 1 hour. The experiment was conducted as follows. 
• One person poured the ear corn into the header of 
the combine. The ears were poured in over a 5 to 8 
second time span, which is approximately the same 
amount of time it takes for the combine to travel 
through an actual research plot. 
• A second person was in the cab, cycling the double 
bucket system and signaling the first person when it 
was time to pour the next plot into the header. 
• A third person was at the rear of the combine 
collecting the cobs and any grain for each plot that 
passed over the sieves. 
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~ A fourth person collected the cracked kernels for 
each plot that came out of the tailings auger. 
• A fifth person collected the grain for each plot 
after it passed through the double bucket system. 
It was planned to harvest one plot every 30 to 35 seconds 
so as to approximate field conditions. But since the small 
door at the bottom of the return auger restricted the flow of 
the grain being collected, the fifth person had to wait 40 to 
45 seconds to collect all of the grain. The time needed for 
all of the grain to pass through the small door depended on 
whether the plot was a higher or lower moister hybrid; GL6584 
took longer because it had higher moisture (it would not flow 
as fast) and yielded more grain. Fortunately, this problem 
would not affect the determination of objectives two and 
three . 
After the experiment was conducted, all collected samples 
were moved inside for the night. Early the next morning, the 
cobs collected for each plot were separated from any grain 
.that also came over the sieves. These two components were 
separately weighed, in addition to the clean grain that passed 
through the double bucket system and the cracked grain from 
the tailings elevator. Two moisture samples were taken for 
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each plot of clean grain and averaged, using a Burrows digital 
moisture computer (model 700). 
By October 19th, the north block was ready to harvest, and 
the TR87 had returned from the Lebanon station a few days 
prior. GL5420 was harvested on October 19th, and GL6584 was 
harvested on October 20th (it simply was not possible to 
harvest both hybrids from either block on the same day with 
limited manpower). It was decided at this time to include the 
two treatments that were utilized in experiment one. 
Unfortunately, in his haste to set up the order in which the 
two hybrids were to be poured into the header of the TR87,the 
author did not set up the experiment as efficiently as it 
could have been done, deriving only 10 repetitions instead of 
15. This oversight taught the author an important lesson: 
planning an experiment is just as important (if not more 
important) as conducting the experiment. 
The left two rows of the TR87 were used for this experiment 
because if the right side was used, the person pouring ears 
into the header might interfere with the person collecting 
clean grain. While it would have been better to test both 
sides of the combine, it was decided early on that there 
simply was not enough time to spare during the busy harvest 
season to hand harvest twice as many plots with limited 
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manpower. In addition, the author could not devise a way to 
keep the harvested grain for the left and right sides of the 
TR87 separate once it was released from the twin double bucket 
systems. 
On the morning of October 21St, all samples were weighed 
using the same scales as were used for the south block. A 
cardboard funnel was made and taped to the rear of the TR87 to 
collect material coming out of the rear of the combine. The 
auger that delivers grain up to the clean grain tank also has 
a small access door that would restrict the collection of 
grain, so the auger was entirely removed from its housing; 
this left a larger opening for grain to flow out . Only four 
people were needed to conduct the experiment for this combine 
because there is no tailings auger on a TR87. The experiment 
did not take long to conduct, and nearly all samples were 
harvested in an average of about 25 seconds per plot; this 
correlated closely with the actual plot harvest time that the 
TR87 is capable of (23 seconds). At the completion of the 
experiment, the author had to immediately go to class, and 
left all the grain samples outside. Upon returning 2.5 hours 
later, he found it had j ust begun to rain, and three of the 60 
grain samples were ruined because their bag openings were not 
folded over, so rain got into these three samples. These 
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samples were grudgingly not used for moisture data. That 
afternoon and evening, all the grain samples were weighed and 
two moisture samples were taken for each and averaged. The 
next morning, the cobs were separated from any grain that came 
over the sieves and both were weighed. 
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Experiment one, 2001: K2 and TR87 combine 
Experiment one involved two trials (USLOHI and USHILO) 
designed to be harvested by the twin plot TR87. But, the 
Gleaner K2 single-plot combine had to harvest USLOHI because 
the TR87 was unavailable when this trial was ready to harvest. 
As a result of this change, 15 repetitions, each containing 
two treatments, were harvested by the Gleaner K2. In addition, 
a miscommunication between the author and the operator of the 
TR87 (see the bottom of page 39) when harvesting USHILO 
resulted in a total of 10 repetitions ( five for each side of 
the TR87) being discarded. Size and statistical information 
for these two trials of experiment one, 2001 are shown in 
Table 4. 
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Table 4. Statistical information for USLOHI and USHILO 
conducted at Ames, Iowa,2001. 
Information USLOHI USHILO 
Combine used K2 TR87 
Ranges deep, no. 8 8 
Plots wide, no. 8 10 
Replications, no. 15 20* 
Degrees of freedom-Blocks, no. 14 19 
Degrees of f reedom- Treatments , no . 1 l 
Degrees of freedom-Error, no. 14 19 
Degrees of f reedom-Total , no . 2 9 3 9 
Samples (plots) , no . 64 8 0 
*For USHILO, there were 10 reps/side, equals 20 replications. 
Each treatment was designed so as to measure the effect of 
plot carryover from a previously harvested plot on the plot 
for -which data were being collected and stored. Data collected 
from each combine were o moisture, weight (kilograms) , and 
test weight (pounds/bushel). Data was collected on all plots, 
but the only data analyzed were the means of the HL and LL 
plots. 
The null hypothesis for this experiment is Ho uHL = uLL. 
If we accept the null hypothesis, then the mean (u) of all 
data collected on HL plots (a lower moisture corn with a 
higher moisture carryover in it) is statistically equal to the 
mean of LL plots (a lower moisture corn with lower moisture 
carryover in it). The means of the two treatments were 
analyzed using statistical software called SAS and an F-test 
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was generated to determine acceptance or non-acceptance of the 
null hypothesis. 
Let us examine USHILO, harvested by the K2, first. At 
harvest, the mean of GL5420 (the lower moisture hybrid) was 
15.9%, and the mean moisture of GL6584 (the higher moisture 
hybrid) was 21.9% There is a difference of 6% between these 
two hybrids, which is within the range (4 to 6%) normally 
encountered in research trials. The first question that needed 
to be answered by SAS was: is there a treatment effect on 
moisture? For USLOHI, harvested by _the K2, the mean of the 15 
HL plots is 16.31%, and the mean of the 15 LL plots is 15.39%. 
But is this moisture difference significant? 
An ANOVA table for USLOHI (K2 combine) is shown in Table 5. 
Table 5. Moisture ANOVA for USLOHI of experiment one, 
conducted with use of the K2 combine at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 6.348 6.348 10.55 0.0030 
Error 28 16.847 0.602 
Total 29 23.195 
The high F value (10.55) indicates that the null hypothesis 
Ho uHL = uLL must be rejected; there is a real difference 
between the treatment means for moisture. The coefficient of 
variation (C.V.) far this experiment was 4.9%, and the least 
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significant difference ( alpha = 0 . 0 5 } was 0 .5 8 02 . The standard 
deviations were 0.8 for HL and 0.7 for LL. 
We now know that there is a significant difference between 
the two treatments for moisture data collected by the K2, but 
could there be a difference between the two treatments for 
plot weight and test weight? In other words, could plot-to-
plot carryover from a previously harvested plot have any 
effect on the plot weight or test weight of a plot that has 
that carryover grain in it? While these questions are not a 
part of the objectives of experiment one, it was decided it 
would be interesting to know if plot-to-plot carryover affects 
plot weight or test weight. ANOVA tables for plot weight 
(Table 6) and test weight (Table 7) are given below. 
Table 6. Plot weight ANOVA for USLOHI of experiment one, 
conducted with use of the K2 combine at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 7.762 7.762 1.4 9 0.23 
Error ~ 28 145.832 5.208 
Total 29 153.595 
Table 7. Test weight ANOVA for USLOHI of experiment one, 
conducted with use of the K2 combine at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 0.236 0.236 1.66 0.21 
Error 28 3.989 0.142 
Total 29 4.225 
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The low F values (1.49 for plot weight and 1 . 66 for test 
weight) indicate that higher moisture plot-to-plot carryover 
has no effect on plot weight or test weight. The C.V, for the 
plot weight ANOVA was 14.3%; the least significant difference 
(L.S.D.) was 1.71 pounds. This information indicates that 
there was a larger amount of variation associated with the 
plot weight data when compared with the moisture data. The 
means for plot weight were 16.51 pounds for HL and 15.49 
pounds f or LL , with a standard deviation o f 2 .5 f or HL and 2 .0 
for LL. The high L.S.D. explains why there is no statistical 
difference between the two means because the difference 
between the two means (1.02 lbs.) is less than the L.S.D. 
(1.71 lbs .) . 
For the test weight data, the C.V. (0.70%) and L.S.D. (0.28 
lbs./bu.) are very low, indicating much less variability in 
test weight. The mean of HL and LL was 53.75 pounds per bushel 
and 53.57 pounds per bushel, respectively, and the difference 
between these two means is only 0.18. 
The ANOVA table for moisture data for USHILO, which was 
harvested by the TR87, is shown in Table 8. When USHILO was 
harvested, the mean of GL5420 was 15.78%, and the mean of 
GL6584 was 20.97%, resulting in a difference of about 5.2% 
between the two hybrids. 
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Table 8. ANOVA for moisture data from USHILO of experiment 
one, conducted with the use of the TR87 combine at Ames, Iowa, 
2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 6.642 6.642 13.19 0.0008 
Error 28 19.137 0.503 
Total 29 25.779 
The large F value of 13.19 indicates that the null 
hypothesis Ho uHL = uLL must be rejected; the grain moisture 
mean of the HL plots (16.350 is significantly different from 
the grain moisture mean of the LL plots (15.54%). The moisture 
C.V. (4.4~) and L.S.D. (0.45) for USHILO are very similar to 
the C.V. and L.S.D. given for the same (K2} data from USLOHI. 
Since the TR87 is a twin-plot combine, the question has to 
be asked as to whether or not there is an interaction 
occurring between the different sides of the combine and the 
two treatments used in the experiment. In other words, is the 
treatment effect (higher or lower moisture plot-to-plot 
carryover in a lower moisture plot) the same for the left and 
right side of the combine, or does one side have a greater 
treatment effect than the other side? With the help of Dr. 
Bailey (the statistician on the author's P.O.S. committee), 
the author utilized PROC GLM of the SAS program to answer this 
question. Table 9 shows the results of the PROGLM analysis. 
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Table 9. PROC GLM analysis used to determine if 
the treatment effect differs in the TR87 combine between 
the two sides of the combine for USHILO of experiment 
one, conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source D.F. Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
block 9 6.522 0.725 1.85 0.127 
Side 1 0.756 0.756 1.93 0.181 
Block*side 9 1.956 0.217 0.56 0.815 
Treatment 1 6.642 6.642 16.98 0.0001 
Side*treat 1 2.862 2.862 7.32 0.014 
Error 18 7.040 0.391 
Total - 39 25.780 
The high F value for treatment (16.98 ) again shows that higher 
moisture plot-to-plot carryover statistically inflates the 
moisture reading of a subsequently harvested lower moisture 
plot. But the side X treatment F value (7.32) is also 
significant. This means that the plot-to-plot carryover effect 
is not the same for the two sides of the combine. Table 10 
gives the means for each treatment (HL and LL) for each side 
of the combine. 
Table 10. Treatment moisture means for the left 
and right sides of the TR87 combine for USHILO of 
experiment one, conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Treatment Le f t Right Mean 
HL mean 16.76 15.95 16.35 
LL mean 15.41 15.67 15.54 
Difference 1.35 0.28 0.81 
Table 10 shows that the treatment effect caused by plot-to-
plot carryover is 1.35% for the left side but only 0.28% for 
the right side. This is not good. One should be very concerned 
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for any competitive lower moisture hybrid that is harvested 
after a higher moisture hybrid when using the left side of the 
TR87. 
Does plot-to-plot carryover have any effect on plot weight 
or test weight when the TR87 is being used? 
Table 11. ANOVA for plot weight data from USHILO of experiment 
one, conducted with the use of the TR87 at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 6.045 6.045 0.07 0.793 
Error 28 3287.514 86.513 
Total 29 3293.559 
Table 12. ANOVA for test weight data from USHILO of experiment 
one, conducted with the use of the TR87 at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 0.183 0.183 0.14. 0.714 
Error 28 51.154 1.346 
Total 29 51.338 
The low F values in Table 11 (plot weight) and Table 12 (test 
weight) indicate that there is no difference between the mean 
of HL and the mean of LL for plot weight or test weight . 
Experiment one,2002: TR88 combine 
This experiment involved two trials (USLOHI and USHILO) grown 
at Lebanon, Indiana, and harvested by a TR88 equipped with a 
High Capacity GrainGage (HCGG). A HCGG works differently from 
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the older double bucket systems installed on the K2 and TR87 
at Ames, Iowa. It was decided that it would be interesting to 
test the TR88 in the same manner that the K2 and TR87 at Ames 
were tested and compare the results. 
USLOHI and USHILO were harvested by .the TR88 near Lebanon, 
Indiana on October 21st, 2002. Table 13 shows the moisture 
differences that existed between the means of the lower and 
higher moisture hybrids within each trial. 
Table 13. Moisture differences existing between the 
lower (L) and higher (H) moisture hybrids of trials harvested 
with the use of the TR88 in Lebanon, Indiana, 2002. 
Trial H or L Hybrid name Moisture mean Maturity 
USLOHI L 200AU1039 18.8 108 days 
USLOHI H 2O1UA9942 21.6 114 days 
USHILO L GL5420 15.1 104 days 
USHILO H GL6584 24.7 115 days 
There was a 2 .6 % difference ( 21.6 % minus 18.8 % ) f or USLOHI and 
a 9.6% difference (24.7% minus 15.1%) for USHILO. Both of 
these moisture differences fall outside the "normal" range of 
moisture variances within a hybrid yield trial (4 to 6%). The 
ANOVA tables for USLOHI and USHILO are given in Tables 14 and 
15. The means of the lower moisture hybrid with higher 
moisture plot-to-plot carryover (HL) were compared with the 
means of the lower moisture hybrid with lower moisture plot-
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to-plot carryover (LL) to see if the null hypothesis Ho: uHL = 
uLL is accepted or rejected. 
Table 14.Moisture ANOVA for USLOHI of experiment one, 
conducted with the use of the TR88 in Lebanon, Indiana, 2002. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 0 .2 9 0 0 .2 9 0 1. 0 8 0. 3 04 
Error 58 15.05? 0.269 
Total. 59 15.348 
The C.V. for this experiment was only 2.8%, with a L.S.D. 
of 0.27%. The mean of the HL plots was 18.84%, and the mean of 
the LL plots was 18.69%.The low F-value indicates that the 
null hypothesis for USLOHI must be accepted; there is no plot- 
to-plot carryover effect when the moisture difference between 
the lower and higher moisture hybrid is only 2.6%, and there 
would obviously be no interaction. But what if the moisture 
difference between the lower and higher moisture hybrids is 
9.6% as it was in USHILO? If there is a treatment effect, is 
there an interaction? Table 15 (results of USHILO) helps to 
answer these questions. 
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Table 15. PROC GLM analysis for USHILO to determine 
i f the treatment effect differs in the TR8 8 combine 
for the two sides of the combine for experiment 
one, conducted at Lebanon, Indiana, 2002. 
Source D.F. Type III SS Mean Square F-Value Pr > F 
Block 9 4.456 0.495 2.86 0.0276 
Side 1 0.144 0.144 0.83 0.3737 
Block*side 9 0.831 0.092 0.53 0.8315 
Treatment 1 1.444 1.444 8.34 0.0098 
Side*treat 1 0.441 0.441 2.55 0.1278 
Error 18 3.115 0.173 
Total 39 10.431 
The C.V. for this analysis is 2.7%. The treatment F value 
is 8.34, so the null hypothesis Ho: uHL = uLL must be 
rejected; there is a statistical difference between the 
moisture mean of HL and the moisture mean of LL. The low F-
value for side X treatment interaction (2.55) indicates that 
there is no interaction between side and treatment occurring 
inside the TR88. Table 16 gives the treatment moisture means 
for each side of the TR88 and the moisture means for each 
treatment . 
Table 16. Treatment moisture means for the left 
and right sides of the TR88 combine for experiment one 
conducted at Lebanon, Indiana, 2002. 
Treatment Lef t Right Mean 
HL mean 15.52 15.19 15.35 
LL mean 14.93 15.02 14.97 
Difference 0.59 0.17 0.38 
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Table 16 reveals that the difference between the two treatment 
means is only 0.380. The L.S.D. for this experiment is 0.28 , 
so the difference between treatment means is just barely 
enough to be statistically significant. The difference between 
the left and right sides of the TR88 (0.59%-O.17% = 0.42 ) is 
not significant because of the low F-value given for side X 
treatment (2.55) . 
Experiment two, 2001: K2 combine 
Only objectives two and three of experiment two are 
applicable for the K2 combine. Objective two is to determine 
whether or not there is a difference between the amount of 
lower and higher moisture corn that is carried over the sieves 
and out the back of the combine. The null hypothesis for this 
experiment is Ho: uHs = uLs, where uHs is the mean weight in 
grams of 13 repetitions of higher moisture grain (GL6584) that 
came over the sieves, and uLs is the mean weight in grams of 
l3 repetitions of lower moisture grain (GL5420) that came over 
the sieves. The mean moisture of GL6584 was 30.40 and the mean 
moisture of GL5420 was 21.9 , as recorded by the office 
moisture meter. An 8.3% moisture difference existed between 
these two hybrids. Table 17 is the ANOVA table for this 
experiment. 
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Table 17. ANOVA table for testing if there is a 
difference in the amount of lower and higher moisture 
corn that is carried over the sieves of a K2 combine . 
Experiment two, conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 234.000 234.000 0.66 0.423 
Error 24 8470.153 352.923 
Total 25 8704.153 
The mean of Hs was 51.4 grams with a standard deviation 
(S.D.) of 15.5 grams, and the mean of Ls was 57.3 grams with a 
S . D . of 21.6 grams . The coefficient of variation ( C . V . ) was 
34.5 0 , with a least significant difference (L . S . D . ) of 15.2 
grams. The low F value given by Table 17 means the null 
hypothesis must be accepted; there is no statistical 
difference in the amount of lower moisture corn coming out the 
back of the K2 when compared with higher moisture corn. 
Objective three of experiment two was to determine how 
accurate the moisture and weight data recorded by the K2 or 
TR87 would compare with the data recorded by a digital 
moisture computer and digital scales. Results of moisture and 
then weight comparisons will be shown for the K2. 
For the higher moisture hybrid (GL6584), the mean of all 
higher moisture data recorded by the K2 was compared with the 
mean of all higher moisture data recorded by the digital 
moisture computer. The null hypothesis is Ho: uHk = uHd, where 
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uHk is the mean of higher moisture data as recorded by the K2, 
and uHd is the mean of higher moisture data as recorded by the 
digital moisture computer. Table 18 shows the ANOVA table for 
this null h~othesis. 
Table 18. ANOVA table for comparing office-recorded 
moisture data with K2 -recorded data for GL6584 . 
Experiment two, conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 0.014 0.014 0.00 0.966 
Error 56 440.094 7.858 
Total 57 440.108 
The mean of moisture data recorded by the K2 was 29.1 with a 
S.D. of 3.2~; for the digital moisture computer, the mean was 
29.1 with a S.D. of 2.3o.With an F-value of 0.00, one must 
accept the null hypothesis. While the K2 is reasonably 
accurate at these moisture levels, the high S.D. of 3.2~ 
indicates considerable variability, which is typical for this 
type of moisture meter when recording higher moisture data. A 
high C.V. (9.6~) and L.S.D. (1.5%) are also typical when 
recording higher moisture data. 
How accurate is the K2 when recording lower moisture data? 
Table 19 gives the ANOVA table for lower moisture corn 
(GL5420) when comparing the mean moisture as recorded by the 
K2 (uLk) with the mean moisture as recorded by the digital 
moisture computer (uLd). The null hypothesis is Ho: uLk = uLd. 
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Table 19. ANOVA table for comparing office-recorded 
moisture data with K2-recorded data for GL5420. 
Experiment two, conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 75.378 75.378 74.02 <.0001 
Error 52 52.954 1.018 
Total 53 128.333 
The mean of moisture data recorded by the K2 is 19.2% with a 
S.D. of 1.1%, compared with the mean of moisture data recorded 
by the digital office computer of 21.6%, with a S . D . of 0.9 % . 
The very high F-value indicates the null hypothesis must be 
rejected; there is a large difference between the two means. 
The low C.V. (4.9%) and L.S.D. (0.55) are about what one would 
expect, because there is generally less variability with lower 
moisture data. 
How accurate is the K2 at recording weight data? It is much 
simpler to calibrate the combine data collection system for 
weight (one only needs a low weight and a high weight to 
calibrate for weight) than it is to calibrate the system for 
moisture (one needs at least f ive different moisture grain 
samples to calibrate for moisture). One would expect that 
since it is easier to calibrate for weight that there would be 
very little difference between the weight recorded by the 
combine and the weight recorded by the office scales. 
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For this part of experiment two, the mean of all weights 
recorded for GL6584 by the K2 was compared with the mean of 
all weights recorded for GL6584 by the office scales. The same 
comparison was also done for GL5420. See Table 20 for a 
summary of the GL6584 comparison and Table 21 for a summary of 
the GL5420 comparison. 
Table 20. Summary for comparing office-recorded 
weight data to K2-recorded weight data for GL6584. 
Experiment two, conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 









The F-value given by SAS was 0.77 with a probability of a 
greater F-value of 0.3830. Because of the low F value, there 
is no statistical difference between the two weight means for 
GL6584. The C.V. was 6.9%, and the L.S.D. was 0.40 kg. 
Table 2l. Summary for comparing office-recorded 
weight data to K2-recorded weight data for GL5420. 
Experiment two, conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 









The F-value given by SAS was 0.24 with a probability of a 
greater F-value of 0.6270, so again there is no statistical 
difference between the two weight means for GL5420. The C.V. 
was 12.3 , and the L.S.D. was 0.58 kg. 
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Experiment two, 2001: TR87 combine 
Objective one for experiment two involving the TR87 was the 
same as the objective for experiment one: to determine if 
higher moisture plot-to-plot. carryover has any effect on the 
moisture reading recorded for a subsequently-harvested lower 
moisture plot. The two treatments utilized in experiment one 
were also utilized in experiment two for the TR87. Treatment 
one involved harvesting a higher moisture hybrid (GL6584) 
before a lower moisture hybrid (GL542 0) , and treatment two 
involved harvesting the same lower moisture hybrid before 
itself . As was mentioned earlier, only the left side of the 
TR87 was used in this experiment, so no side X treatment 
interaction could be tested. When this experiment was hand 
harvested, the mean moisture of GL5420 was 15.3%, and the mean 
moisture of GL6 5 84 was 2 0.4 % , f or a moisture difference of 
about 5% between the two hybrids. The moisture mean of the HL 
plots was 15.9% with a S.D. of 0.3%, and the moisture mean of 
the LL plots was 15.0% with a S.D. of 0.7%. The ANOVA table 
that determines whether the null hypothesis Ho: uHL = uLL is 
accepted or rejected is shown in Table 22. 
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Table 22. Moisture ANOVA for experiment two, conducted 
with the use of the TR87 combine at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 4.608 4.608 15.73 0.001 
Error 18 5.274 0.293 
Total 19 9.882 
There were a total of l0 repetitions analyzed in this 
experiment. The C.V. for this analysis was 3.5%, and the 
L.S.D. is 0.59%. The high F-value of 15.73 shows that there is 
a highly significant difference between the two treatment 
means. 
Objective two for experiment two when testing the TR87 was 
to determine if the amount of grain being carried over the 
sieves would vary depending on moisture content. Grain that 
came over the sieves f or 3 0 samples each of GL542 0 (mean 
moisture = 15.3%) and GL6584 (mean moisture = 20.4%} was 
collected and weighed. The null hypothesis for this analysis 
was Ho: uHs = uLs, where uHs is the weight in kg of GL6584 and 
uLs is the weight in kg of GL5420. Table 23 shows the ANOVA 
table for this analysis. 
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Table 23. ANOVA for experiment two, conducted 
to determine objective two (sieve weight comparison) 
for the TR87 combine at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 0.0006 0.0006 1.72 0.195 
Error 58 0.0213 0.0003 
Total 59 0.0219 
The mean weight of GL6584 was 195 grams, and the mean weight 
of GL5420 was 189 grams. The S.D. for both hybrids was 0.0. 
The L.S.D. was 9 grams, and the C.V. was 10.0%. The low F 
value indicates the null hypothesis must be accepted; there is 
no statistical difference between the amount of corn that is 
carried over the sieves for these two hybrids. 
Objective three f or the TR8 7 f or experiment two was to 
determine if the weight and moisture data recorded by the left 
side of the TR87 was accurate when compared with a stationary 
scale and digital moisture computer. Table 24 shows the ANOVA 
table for comparing the moisture of GL6584 as recorded by the 
digital moisture computer with the moisture of GL6584 as 
recorded by the TR87. 
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Table 24. ANOVA table for comparing office-recorded 
moisture data with TR87-recorded moisture data for GL6584. 
Experiment two was conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 0.882 0.881 2.34 0.132 
Error 52 19.608 0.377 
Total 53 20.490 
The low F-value (2.34) indicates that there is no 
statistical difference between the mean of GL6584 as recorded 
by the digital moisture computer when compared with the mean 
of GL6584 as recorded by the TR87 combine. The C.V. was 3.0~, 
and the L.S.D. was 0.340. The mean of the TR87-recorded 
moisture was 2 0.3 0 , and the mean of the digital office 
computer-recorded moisture was 20.1%. Both means had a S.D. of 
0.6~. 
Table 25 shows the ANOVA for the same comparison for the 
lower moisture hybrid (GL542 0) . 
Table 25. ANOVA table for comparing office-recorded 
moisture data with TR87-recorded moisture data for GL5420. 
Experiment two was conducted at Ames, Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 11.180 11.180 21.03 <.0001 
Error 58 30.830 0.531 
Total 59 42.010 
The high F-value (21.03) indicates there is a significant 
difference between the two moisture means for GL5420. The 
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digital moisture computer-recorded moisture mean was 16.2% 
with a S.D. of 0.8%, and the TR87-recorded moisture was 15.3% 
with a S.D. of 0.7%. The C.V. was 4.6% and the L.S.D. was 
0.37%. 
Figure 6 shows how the TR87-recorded moisture data for both 
GL6584 and GL5420 looks when presented in graphical form. 
Figure 6. A graphical representation of TR87-recorded 
moisture data for GL6584 and GL5420. Experiment two was 




































Digital office moisture meter 
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H or L - Each letter indicates what the previous plot was. 
All letters in Figure 6 represent individual moistures as 
recorded by the TR87.The letters in the upper right-hand 
corner are moistures for GL6584; those in the lower left-hand 
corner are f or GL54 2 0 . 
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Each letter indicates what the PREVIOUS plot was. In other 
words, an H in the upper right-hand cluster is a moisture for 
GL6584 PRECEDED by a GL6584 plot, and an L in the lower left-
hand cluster is a moisture for GL5420 PRECEDED by a GL5420 
plot. The diagonal line represents where a moisture data point 
would be if the digital moisture computer and the TR87 
moisture meter were in perfect agreement. Figure 6 clearly 
shows that for a lower moisture hybrid (like GL5420), the TR87 
records a moisture reading that is lower than what it should 
be; otherwise, the L's and H's in the lower left-hand corner 
would be clustered around the diagonal line. 
In addition, Figure 6 clearly shows that there is a "shadow 
effect" caused by plot-to-plot carryover when a lower moisture 
hybrid is harvested after a higher moisture hybrid; notice how 
the L' s have segregated to the lef t of the H' s in the lower 
left-hand cluster. 
How accurate is the TR87 at recording weight data? Table 26 
is an ANOVA table for the comparison of office scale-recorded 
weight means of GL6584 with TR87-recorded weight means for 
GL6 5 84 , and Tabl e 2 7 i s an ANOVA f or the same comparison f or 
GL5420. 
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Table 26. GL6584 weight comparison ANOVA for experiment 
two, conducted with the use of the TR87 combine at Ames, 
Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares square 
Treatment 1 4.320 4.320 10.91 0.002 
Error 58 22.959 0.396 
Total 59 27.279 
Table 27. GL5420 weight comparison ANOVA for experiment 
two, conducted with the use of the TR87 combine at Ames, 
Iowa, 2001. 
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean F-value Pr > F 
freedom squares  square 
Treatment 1 2.328 2.328 6.53 0.013 
Error 58 20.692 0.357 
Total 59 23.020 
The F-values for both tables indicates there is a 
significant difference between the office-recorded weight and 
the TR87-recorded-weight for GL6584 and GL5420. For GL6584, 
the office -recorded weight mean ( 9.2 kg . ) i s 0 .5 kg more than 
the TR87-recorded weight (8.7 kg.); both means had a S.D. of 
0.6 kg . For GL542 0 , the of fice-recorded weight mean ( 6 .2 kg . ) 
is 0.4 kg. more than the TR87-recorded weight (5.8 kg.); both 
means also had a S.D. of 0.6 kg. For GL6584, the C.V. was 7.0~ 
and the L.S.D. was 0.32 kg. For GL5420, the C.V. was 10.0% and 
the L.S.D. was 0.30 kg. 
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DISCUSSION 
Experiment One, 2001: K2 and TR87 combines 
For experiment one involving the K2 combine, the ANOVA 
table for USLOHI had a high F-value, indicating that higher 
moisture plot-to-plot carryover (PPC) will artificially 
inflate the moisture reading of a subsequently harvested lower 
moisture plot by about 0.920. Why does this phenomenon occur? 
The author suggests that since the K2 is a commercial combine 
with very f ew ( i f any) internal modifications that would 
minimize PPC, a larger than tolerable amount of higher 
moisture PPC is evenly deposited at the bottom of the holding 
hopper before being covered by subsequently harvested lower 
moisture grain. The key problem is that the higher moisture 
PPC is not mixed with the lower moisture grain that is 
deposited on top of the PPC. When the holding hopper opens, a 
disproportionately larger amount of the higher moisture PPC is 
funneled directly into the moisture cell, which is positioned 
directly beneath the holding hopper. The moisture blade inside 
the moisture cell simply detects the higher moisture PPC and 
inflates the moisture reading for the lower moisture plot 
accordingly. 
For the TR87 results from the harvest of USHILO, the same 
reasoning as to why the PPC effect occurs applies, but is 
~s 
complicated by the fact that the TR87 has two double-bucket 
systems. In the USHILO experiment, there is a higher moisture 
PPC effect that artificially inflates a subsequently harvested 
lower moisture plot by an average of 0.81 , and there is an 
interaction occurring between the two sides of the TR87 (left 
or right) and the two treatments used in the experiment (HL or 
LLB . There are several factors that could contribute to the 
fact that there is an interaction occurring in the TR87. One 
factor is that the TR87 is really two separate combines in 
one. The TR87 has two rotors for shelling, two sieves for 
separation, and two clean grain augers and clean grain 
elevators for delivering the two plots to two double-bucket 
systems. Each of the two bucket systems contains a moisture 
blade. While differences in calibration between the two 
moisture blades could conceivably have a very small effect on 
the severity of the treatment effect, the author is of the 
opinion that differences in the efficiency of the separate 
clean grain augers and elevators to deliver grain to the 
holding hoppers accounts for the majority of the difference in 
treatment effect between the two sides of the TR87. A decrease 
in efficiency in delivering grain to the holding hopper for 
one side would mean an increase in the amount of PPC occurring 
on that side. These differences in efficiency could be caused 
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by differences in the original modifications made to the left 
and right auger/elevator systems when the original combine was 
"split" to make it into a twin plot combine in 1998. 
Another factor could be the age of the combine and the fact 
that it has harvested over 150,000 plots since 1998. Different 
components may have worn differently, again resulting in 
differences in efficiency between the two sides of the 
combine. 
A final factor is that late in the 2001 harvest season, a 
small hole (approximately 9 square inches in size) was 
discovered in the wall that separates the left and right 
sieves. Upon careful review of the hand harvested data, the 
author realized that this hole existed when the hand harvested 
experiment was conducted on the TR87. While only the left side 
of the TR87 was used in the hand harvested experiment, the 
right double bucket system systematically recorded a small 
amount of grain being deposited into the right weigh bucket. 
This unexpected grain in the right weigh bucket averaged 0.36 
Kg when a lower moisture plot was harvested and averaged 0.56 
Kg when a higher moisture plot was harvested. This hole 
existed when the TR87 harvested USHILO for experiment one 
(USHILO was harvested at about the same time that the hand 
harvested experiment was conducted). 
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While this hole was certainly an undesirable development, 
the author strongly feels that this hole had little if any 
effect on the outcome of either of the two experiments 
conducted by the TR87 in this thesis. This is because the hole 
caused grain to move in small amounts from one side of the 
TR87 to the other side over the entire amount of time it took 
to harvest a plot. It is safe to assume that the amount of 
grain movement through this hole was directly proportional to 
the amount of grain traveling across the sieves past the hole 
at any given moment. With this in mind, when the small amount 
of grain that is destined to become PPC is traveling over the 
sieves, the amount of grain transfer through the hole would be 
proportionately small also. And while it is entirely probable 
that grain transfer through this hole could cause slight 
random changes in total plot weight and total plot moisture 
when harvesting actual research plots, if one looks at the 
field layout of USHILO in 2001 (see Figure 4, page 40), it is 
obvious that whenever a HL or LL plot is harvested by one side 
of THE TR87, the other side of the TR87 is also harvesting a 
HL or LL plot. This means when any plot that was analyzed was 
passing over the sieves on one side of the wall, the same 
hybrid (GL5420 in this case) was also passing over the sieves 
on the other side of the wall. 
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Experiment One, 2002: TR88 combine 
Being able to test the TR88 in Lebanon, Indiana, was an 
excellent opportunity because the author was able to test a 
combine with the most modern data collection system available 
to the seed research industry. The objective of this 
experiment was to determine if higher moisture PPC could have 
any adverse effect on a subsequently harvested lower moisture 
plot. 
Recall that two trials (USLOHI and USHILO) were tested with 
the TR88; USLOHI revealed no PPC effect and no interaction, 
but USHILO revealed a slight PPC effect and no interaction. 
For USLOHI the results were not surprising; with a moisture 
difference between the higher and lower moisture hybrids of 
only 2.8%, there could be very little treatment effect (PPC 
effect) . But the results of USHILO were somewhat surprising; 
with a moisture difference between the higher (H) and lower 
(L) moisture hybrids of 9.6%, it was anticipated that there 
would be a very large PPC effect. There was a PPC effect, but 
it was quite small, because the moisture difference between 
the HL and LL means was only 0.38%. Let us quickly review in 
Table 2 8 the C . V . ' s , L . S . D . ' s , and moisture differences 
between HL and LL and between H and L for all experiments that 
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tested f or a PPC effect on each of the three combines that 
were tested in this thesis. 
Table 28. Summary of C.V., L.S.D., and moisture difference 
data for the three combines tested in 2001 and 2002. 
Combine Trial Year C.V.% L.S.D.% HL - LL% H - L% 
K2 USLOHI 2001 4.89 0.58 0.92 6.0 
TR87 USHILO 2001 4.45 0.45 0.81 5.2 
TR87 Hand Harv. 2001 3.50 0.58 0.96 5.1 
TR88 USHILO 2002 2.74 0.27 0.38 9.6 
Table 28 clearly shows that the TR88 had the lowest C.V., 
L.S.D., and moisture difference between HL and LL. In 
addition, the TR88 experiment had the highest moisture 
difference between the higher moisture hybrid mean (H} and the 
lower moisture hybrid mean (L). If the TR88 experiment would 
have had an L.S.D. as high as any of the other experiments, 
there would not have been a significant difference between HL 
and LL for the TR88. In reality, the author would suggest that 
very few plant breeders would be concerned about a PPC effect 
(HL - LL) of only 0.38%. 
Why does the TR88 perform so well in regards to having such 
a low PPC effect when compared with the other two combines? 
The answer, in the authors opinion, is that the High Capacity 
GrainGauge (HCGG) data collection system on board the TR88 
actually mixes the PPC from a previously harvested plot with 
the grain from the subsequently harvested plot. The HCGG 
actually has small doors called isolation gates mounted at the 
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top of the left and right clean grain elevators. It is the 
authors understanding (he has never seen a HCGG in operation) 
that each of these isolation gates close for a few seconds 
during and after the holding hopper door below each gate opens 
and closes. During these few seconds, the PPC that would have 
been destined to accumulate in the bottom of the holding 
hopper (this accumulated PPC would normally influence the 
moisture reading of the next plot) is mixed with the grain 
from the next plot that is coming up the elevator. When the 
gate opens, the PPC that is mixed with the next plot is 
"diluted"; the PPC is mixed enough that it cannot influence 
the moisture reading for the grain the PPC is mixed with. 
Experiment two, 2001: K2 and TR87 combine 
For objective one, it was clearly shown that for the TR87, 
a higher moisture PPC can artificially inflate the moisture 
reading of a subsequently harvested lower moisture plot. This 
artificial inflation by the higher moisture PPC occurs, as 
stated earlier, because the PPC is not mixed with the next 
plot and simply accumulates at the bottom of the holding 
hopper. 
For objective two, both the K2 and the TR87 did not have a 
difference in the amount of higher moisture grain that is 
blown over the sieves and out the back when compared with 
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lower moisture corn. This is good. This is one form of non-
genetic variation that plant breeders do not have to concern 
themselves with . 
For objective three, both combines did well at recording 
higher moisture corn data when compared with data from the 
same corn recorded by a digital moisture computer. However, 
for a lower moisture corn, both combines gave moisture 
readings that were actually lower ( 2 ~ lower f or the K2 , 10 
lower for the TR87) than the moisture readings for the same 
corn as recorded by the digital moisture computer. These 
results show that while both combines are reasonably accurate 
at recording moisture data, a recalibration of the moisture 
meters in both combines would make them even more accurate at 
recording lower moisture (15% to 200) corn. 
The K2 is very accurate at recording weight data, but the 
TR87 (at least the left-hand scales of the TR87) 
systematically recorded weight data that was about 0.5 Kg 
lower than what the office sales recorded for the same corn. 
Since the weight difference was about the same for both higher 
and lower moisture corn, this is not a big problem, but could 




If a seed research .company wants to avoid problems 
associated with PPC, it would be wise to consider utilizing a 
HCGG on their K2 and TR series combines. For the K2 combines, 
this is probably not practical, since K2s are rapidly nearing 
the end of their usefulness in corn research, and HCGG systems 
are quite expensive. But for a TR series combine, an HCGG 
system would be necessary (at least in the author's opinion). 
If one does not wish to purchase an HCGG, the best thing 
would be to randomize the hybrids within each trial at each 
location. Randomization (in the author's opinion) should be an 
integral part of any agricultural research program. The 
implications of not randomizing are obvious; if a non-
randomized trial that is square or rectangular (and always the 
same width) is always grouped with other similar "standard-
sized" trials (as is the case in many research companies), the 
probability that a competitive lower moisture hybrid will 
always be harvested after the same higher moisture hybrid is 
very real. Over the years, one has to wonder how many 
competitive lower moisture hybrids have "slipped through the 
cracks" and been discarded simply because those hybrids were 
unfortunate enough to always be harvested after the same 
higher moisture hybrid. 
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